
Print industry leaders rely on EFI’s Solution Suite to facilitate the collection and integration of
company-wide information for more profitable business management. However, you will need
a stable, reliable, and secure IT platform to ensure success.

ISCorp’s managed secure cloud hosting options offer a turn-key, cost-effective, cloud hosting
experience that exceeds industry standards and guarantees a positive end user experience.
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MANAGED CLOUD OPTION

TURN-KEY

RELIABLE

COST-EFFECTIVE

SECURE

PUT FOCUS BACK ON YOUR BUSINESS
NOT ON IT

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US:
www.iscorp.com
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Company Profile
Integrated Systems Corporation (dba ISCorp) is a minority-owned and privately-held provider of custom design, managed cloud hosting services. Born
out of the rigorous requirements of the financial services industry in 1987, today ISCorp has global reach and deep expertise across multiple industries.

ISCorp Service Differentiators
Turn-key The application delivered as-a-service so you can put

focus on the business, not on IT

High-touch The look and feel of an extension of your team rather
than just a hosting company

EFI Concierge 
Service

24/7 Dedicated ISCorp team working hand-in-hand
with EFI architects to deliver the applications

Application 
Aware

At ISCorp we are cloud experts AND we know the EFI
application set

Secure 24/7 Security Active Mitigation and Response Team

End User SLAs SLAs guaranteeing the end user experience, not just
the IT widgets

Experienced 20+ years experience hosting Progress OpenEdge
and Microsoft SQL based applications

Trusted 95% customer and employee retention rate since
our inception in 1987

Cost-Effective Significantly more cost-effective than on-premise or
commodity cloud services

At ISCorp we have expertise with both Radius and Monarch
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ISCorp Services
At ISCorp our service offering goes far beyond the ordinary – the ordinary is not good enough. We deliver turn-key EFI solutions so your team can shift
focus back on the business. Not on IT.

All ISCorp hosted application environments are built with the highest industry-standards in availability, security, and compliance so you can 
put focus back on your business, not on IT.
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EFI’s Preferred Cloud Partner
ISCorp’s managed solution has been architected hand-in-hand with EFI’s technical engineers. Our technical teams have worked hard to perfect a tailored
solution to each organization’s end users. Our open partnership is built around an emphasis on the end user experience, well beyond the IT widgets.

ISCorp is proud to be a Preferred Cloud Option for EFI

Success Stories
The partnership between ISCorp and EFI presents a joint commitment to customer success with a focus on the end user.

Brook & Whittle
Radius
For their Radius implementation Brook & Whittle had as a priority to minimize on-premise hardware and was under a tight timeline due to an
organizational restructuring. ISCorp worked with EFI and the Brook & Whittle team to quickly move all components of the Radius suite to the ISCorp cloud,
effectively eliminating on-premise hardware. The joint effort met all timeline goals and ensured business continuity and a successful restructuring.

Moore
Monarch
Moore has taken the strategic step to implement Monarch as their standard manufacturing ERP system across all their direct mail locations. In order to
implement and install the software suite, an enhanced infrastructure buildout and support team were required. Moore did an evaluation of available
options and determined that ISCorp’s hosting and support platform was the most cost-effective approach.
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